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Reviewer's report:

Minor essential revisions:

(1) This paper represents the first comprehensive effort to review research activities associated with WHO HQ. It presents a useful birds eye view of a complex organization, and develops methodologies that may be fine-tuned in future evaluations of this kind (a point the authors should make themselves).

(2) The authors' use of the terms "type I, II and II diseases" may cause confusion for some readers. In this paper, the terms distinguish among (I) communicable, maternal, perinatal and nutritional diseases, (II) non-communicable diseases, and (III) injuries, war and violence. Most people in the field of global health consider "type I diseases" to be those that are incident in both rich and poor countries, "type II diseases" to be those that are incident in both rich and poor countries BUT with the majority of diseases burden in poor countries, and "type II diseases to be those that are overwhelmingly or exclusively incident in poor countries.

(3) Add a sentence to the abstract to the effect that this study may help the WHO and its external donors in balancing research priorities, especially given the imbalance in support for communicable etc. versus non-communicable diseases research.

(4) Abstract Conclusion, 1st sentence: change "...research this approach..." to "...research. This approach..."

(5) Background, last sentence: change "...secondary research and capacity building; and..." to "...secondary research and research capacity building, and..."

(6) Figure 2 legend, last sentence: change "...majority of funds WHO disperses are designated funding that are earmarked..." to "...majority of research funds WHO disperses are earmarked..."

(7) Conclusions, 3rd paragraph, second sentence: change "...40% of DALY. This is comparable to 4% allocated to Type II (non-communicable diseases) which contributes to 48% of DALY." to "...40% of global DALY, while 4% is allocated to Type II (non-communicable) diseases which contribute to 48% of DALY. [NEED TO EXPLAIN WHAT DALYs ARE?]"

(8) Conclusions, 3rd paragraph, last sentence: change "...between the donors..."
to "...between the goals of donors..."

(9) Conclusions, 4th paragraph, 2nd sentence: Make this a new paragraph, and consider shifting this to later discussion of "getting WHO's own house in order to set an example to partners and member countries." As is, this sentence does not seem to address the issues that precede it.

Discretionary revisions:

(1) The authors may wish to point out the importance of WHO "getting its own house in order" to set an example to its partners and member countries.

(2) WHO involvement in research capacity building does not come through; some additional discussion of these activities may add value to the paper.

(3) WHO involvement in "routine disease surveillance" is an essential research activity. The authors state clearly that such efforts were not included in their analysis. But perhaps some discussion of this issue would add value to the paper.

(4) Background or Conclusions section could discuss concept of WHO's "normative role," which makes it appropriate for the majority of staff effort to be devoted to secondary research and research capacity building. Doing versus using research.
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